BUY THE BEACH

Members Only
SUITE 1521’S LIZZIE TISCH AND KIM KASSEL ARE
MAKING SHOPPING FUN AGAIN.

O

ver their many years in New York, Lizzie Tisch ( BELOW, LEFT) and Kim
Kassel have built up an enviable knowledge of the fashion-world landscape. Now they’re putting that understanding to use with Suite 1521, a
recently launched venture that gives paying members access to private designer
events featuring just-off-the-runway collections. Designers are also often on
hand to customize pieces for a truly one-of-a-kind shopping experience. The
club has caught on with the area’s discerning shoppers as well as with an impressive roster of designers such as Bibhu Mohapatra, Rodarte, and Prabal Gurung.
Herewith, the cofounders, friends, and Bridgehampton neighbors share what’s
taking up real estate in their beach bags. H
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1. Gaelle gladiator sandals,
K. Jacques ($350). Calypso
St. Barth’s, 21 Newtown
Lane, East Hampton,
329-0033; calypso
stbarth.com
2. Rose lip conditioner,
AERIN ($28). 83 Main St.,
Southampton, 353-3773;
aerin.com

Fresh Hair

3. Marielle shirtdress, Figue
($325). 68 Jobs Lane,
Southampton, 204-5806;
figue.com

27 Hampton Salon goes 100
percent chemical-free with
their products.

4. Bronze shimmer brick,
Bobbi Brown ($42). White’s
Pharmacy, 81 Main St., East
Hampton, 324-0082;
whiteseasthampton.com
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5. Skull tote bag, Jennifer
Miller ($125). 28 Jobs Lane,
Southampton, 283-9061;
55 Main St., East Hampton,
329-9061; jennifer
millerjewelry.com
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When 27 Hampton Salon
owner Bianka Lefferts
started paying attention to
the ingredients in the
products she carried, it
inspired in her a new
philosophy. “Our clients work
out, eat organic food, and
take care of themselves,”
says Lefferts, “so why put all
these chemicals in your hair
if you don’t have to?”
Lefferts’s research
revealed a whole slate of
companies devoted to
creating formulas free of
silicon, parabens, and
sulfates, including the
French family-owned Leonor
Greyl, the new venture R+Co,
and Oribe. All of those
brands are now on her
shelves, and Lefferts could
not be happier with the
results. “I’m on a mission now
to save the world with
beauty,” she says.
27 Hampton Road,
Southampton, 377-3107;
27hamptonsalon.com
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